
Global Digital Advertising
 

During this pivotal time, digital advertising spend will exceed traditional

media to become the dominant advertising category worldwide. 
 

2016-2021
 

HIGHLIGHTS
 Data presented within this report is provided by analyst, company, industry research sources and Hayflower estimates. 

 

Key Growth Drivers: Social, Video & Mobile 
 

Europe US

Video is quickly

gaining share as

users increasingly

turn to online media

to watch video,

television and

movies given

increased accessibly,

available content

and faster access

speeds. Amazon,

Alphabet/YouTube,

Facebook, Snap and

Twitter all plan to

increase their

investments in video

content in 2018,

making online a

viable alternative to

TV viewing and

shifting spend from

TV advertisers as a

result. Digital video

is expected to grow

at a 26% CAGR

from 2016-2021,

representing 15% of

the total global

digital advertising

market by 2021.
 

Social media, the

fastest growing

segment of digital

advertising, is

expected to continue

to expand its share of

digital advertising

spend, with an

estimated 32% share

by 2021 and a 29%

CAGR from 2016

through 2021. Steady

user growth,

particularly outside

the U.S., increased

user engagement

and expanded

capabilities for small

and large advertisers

alike are driving

social ad spend,

which is primarily

mobile. MAGNA

Global estimates that

85% of social ad

dollars are already

coming from mobile

devices.
 

Mobile advertising

spend begins to

catch-up with the

time users spend on

mobile devices, as

mobile advertising

increasingly

penetrates all digital

advertising segments.

In 2017, mobile

search advertising

exceeded desktop

search advertising

representing 51% of

total search

advertising revenue.

In 2018, mobile is

expected to reach

62% of all digital ad

sales, according to

MAGNA Global and

our own estimates.

Mobile will grow at a

27% CAGR across all

segments from 2016

to 2021 and

represent

approximately three-

quarters share of

total global digital

advertising.
 

Search, the largest

segment of global

digital ad spend,

maintains the largest

share of market but

growth rates and

market share are

expected to decline

from 2016-2021

from 49% share to

43% share. Mobile

search and

programmatic begin

to ramp during this

time though faster

growth rates within

the social and video

segments are driving

down overall share

of search advertising

revenue.
 

Mobile

Digital 75% 25%

2021
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Global Digital Advertising Market Share
 

Digital advertising is quickly gaining market share. By 2022, global digital advertising spend is expected to

exceed all advertising dollars spent on every other media combined.
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2016: % Share of Global Digital Advertising
 

Source: 

Digital social and video advertising formats will grow the fastest between 2016-2021 globally
 

http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21586333-five-years-charts

Digital (59%) Other (41%)
Source: MAGNA, 12/17

 

2021: % Share of Global Digital Advertising
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5 Year Cumulative Average Growth Rates (2016-2021)
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Digital Advertising Spend Takes The Lead
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2016-2021 Global Digital Advertising Forecast Estimates
 

By the end of this 5-year forecast, digital advertising is

expected to represent more than half (59%) of all advertising

spend globally. Digital social and video are growing most

rapidly, driven by continued increase in global users (MAUs),

increased engagement (DAUs) and increased video content

along with increasing wireless broadband penetration and

mobile advertising.  Search will continue to represent the

majority of digital ad spend, with growth driven primarily by

mobile search. 
  

With the increase of ad-blocking software, programmatic and

continued innovation in search, social and video that provide

better performing advertising experiences, display, classified

and other digital ad types are expected to decline,

representing just 10% of total in 2021.
 

Hayflower is a specialized communications firm that helps clients strengthen their communications by leveraging a

combination of investor relations, financial analysis, market research and marketing communications experience.

We help clients develop data-driven communications and unique corporate positioning. We help our clients create

content and present new insights that increase their credibility, broaden their influence and distinguish them from

the competition. Our passion is blending art with science to create powerful content that resonates. The Hayflower

name and logo is a symbol of our belief that data enlightens every business story. For more information or

questions, please contact us at: info@Hayflowerllc.com. Thank you.
 

Total Global Ad Market
 $633 Billion

 

Summary
 

2021 Global Advertising Market
 

This report was created by Hayflower LLC. Data sources include analyst estimates, public

company disclosures, IDC, MAGNA Global and Hayflower estimates.  
 

Global Digital
 $372 Billion

 

Global Social &

Video
 $175 Billion

 

Note: Mobile is a sub-set of the total global digital advertising market
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